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CHOMARAT 75
of M. Nostrodame.

The conjunction of the Sunne into Saturne, it doth signifye cloudy and mystic dayes, with thunder, hagler, tempest, and whirelyndes. And toward the ende of this moneth, it shal be mixed with heare, and temperate with much constancie.

The last quarter shal be the xvi. day after myd-night. l. minutes, wynde, and raynes, where the Sunne beyng at xvb. minutes, and xiv. degrees of the signe of Cancer, whiche shal be whorse and dite, continually increasing with heare, Mars and Mercurius doe prognosticate some waters, and mutation of weather, the weather shal tende to some clererness & temperature, not without thunders and lightnings, and wonderfull atces of the same besides.

The Declaration of lune.

The newe Ponne shal be the. vi. day of this moneth at. v. of the clocke, xvb. minutes in the morning, thunder with great heate and drynese, wyndes shal blow, tending to great shemencie of heate, that it shal lume to burnt mens faces, and the most part of the goods of the earth, namely in Italy, Spayne, Provence, and other partes of Languedock. Other regions drawyng to the west shal also have many greate raynes, thunder and tempest.

The first quarter shal be the. xxi. day at. vii. of
A Prognostication

the clocke. xxxi. minutes at after none, weather rainy, entwiningd with Triplicite aquati, that that make to appearce in the element through the drynisse of the Spryng lyne certaine beastes, as catterpullers of the one side, and on the other side Locustes and Grasshoppers, that shall doe great haine. Many foretis that be lefte without gréne leaves : there shall be nothing but flameing heates, whiche will cause continuall Feuers, depytuation of wite, much transnissel : and bluer other seb
nisse. Lette vs pray unto the omnipotent God to preserue vs from all these culls.

The full Porte shalbe the xii. day after mydnight. xxxi. minutes : the weather very constanti moderate, but shall not long continue. After this, through great variatyon of the lyne, toward the west countrey the ystres shal be but of smal continnue, and then the weather shal be altogether moderate.

The last quarter shall be the xxi. day at. xii. of the clocke at after none, whole, rayne, and great heates and drynisse, the Sunne bynyng at xii. degress in the signe of Leo, that shall be whole and drye, with whole wyndes, bynyng somwhat weysterly, by the resolution of the Planets, redoun-dyng til the Spryng time shall passe. The consti-tution of the time shal be altogether lyke, without any difference, and the Sunne shal little diminith
of M. Nolstrode.

The conjunction of the Sunne in Jupiter, which shall be the occasion of some wind. But truly there shall be great thunders and horrible tempests, with hagie that shall fall. The aire shall become so dark and obscure, that it shall seem altogether blacke, as it were night, for a certaine time and space.

The Declaration of July.

The nine Ponce shall be the vi. day of this moneth. vi. minute after mydnight, thunders and lightnings, with great tempests. An universall constitution of the peace is here composed with divers other agreements. For the conjunction of this pere prognosticateth, because it is a signe of surie and unnatural, that all manner of faydyng flockes shall suffer through mostalitie and other inconueniences. The rayne shall greatly abounde, & there shall not be so much increase as it shall seeme to appere upon the earth: but of all manner of oyle great abundance.

The fift quarter shall be the viii. day at, viii. of the clocke, xii. minutes in the mornyng, the weather freshe, constant, and moderate, by reason that the Dogge days that be supernours. There shalbe a mutation of weather: for at the daies of these centrie, there shall be great change of cold, and shall be the generall occasion of dyuers kynde of continual foreseynes.
A Prognostication

Long sickness, which shall long endure.

The first flood shall be the xxxi. day at iii. of the clocke, xx. minutes in the morning with showers, hail, thunders, very tempestuous; also sicknesses and diseases shall be augmented in the same time. The end of this month shall be very rainy; then in a short time the heat shall augment. Again, there shall be thunder and lightning, hail and tempest, weather contagious and very inconstant for the space of many days.

The last quarter shall be the xxxi. day at iii. of the clocke, xv. minutes in the morning, abundance of heat, being peruerse; but by all other planets it appeareth not to be very good, the weather shall so serenely be inslamed, that all shall come to dry by at once. But because that the flood both lengthen hir selfe from the Sunne, tending to the full, it both soothly some days to be somewhat cold: through impetuous hours of rain there shall be thunders and tempest towards Italy, and the most part of Spayne. There shall be certaine sickness of plagues; and some shall sodainly be deprived both of wit and sense at once: divers shall overwelm them selves, other throw downe them selves out of windowes: some other, destroy themselves in wells, in rivers, and in ditches: there shall be many murders and robberies both in cities and high wayes, an in home shall
The new Moon shall be the 3rd day of this month at 7 of the clocke, xxxi. minutes after none, the weather moderate and faire, the Sunne being at 6 degrees in the Signe of Virgo, which will make it (for certaine days) rayne and windie. This new Moon shall be unto the last quarter very whole: and the latter end thereof shall be soggie and ful of shoures, inconstance, with hayle, winde, colde, thunder, and lightning. Here shall be great wyndes, partly south, partly west: and the unconstantsesse of the weather will be suche, that it shall not be much to be lyked. The planets doe here soxethewe, that children of 12 yeares old (but specially of the woman kynde,) and yong folkes shall be soxeysted. There shall be pernicious windes, which shall do great hurte. Let vs pray unto GOD to defend vs from all adversitie.

The first quarter shall be the 11 daye at 11 of the clocke, xxxvi. minutes after none, weather inconstant and windy, with lightnings very dangerous: the course of many schonest and diseases. 

M. Nostrodame.
A Prognostication

shall be great, and of euyl effect.

The full sone shall be the xvi. day at. vi. of the
clocke, lilly. minutes after none, moderate weath-
ner, with little heat. The Sommer shall be of mero-
ly temperature, beginning somewhat to decline.
But the Planets shall returne agayne, and move
them selves abundantly, until the end of this mo-
nth, so that by this meanes, one moneth shall (in
propriety) succeed another. The trees shall be leste
bare, and without leaves. The frutes that shall be
to be gathered, shall not continue long in their
goodnesse. Agayne, through todayn rayne that shall
fall, Come shall be greatly endamaged : so that it
shall turne to the great losse of the people. So;
ouer Mars commeth on the other side, and thirt-
neth, being moved in his effectes, as well by sea
as by land : although that by the two other shall be
great emotions, todayn, and searefull: in such for;
that that which was Stayed, in this moneth shall
come to brust out of his nest.

The last quarter shall be the xvbii. day at one
of the clocke, xvi. minutes at after none, weather
cold and dry, effectual to many kynde of diseases,
peals, jaundice, quartere agues, and other more.
The celestiall appearance doth so: their, moderation
of tyne, but it shall not be withoute muche
trouble, from the ende of this moneth unto the ri.
of the other. Som great Princes (being enemies)
shall
of M. Nostradam.

shall be made friends, yet neither saying nor touching one an other: although that the aforesaid Planets do make signification of some one great Potentiater which will not permit such an agreement to come to so good effect, through all the resolution of this month. I would here make a particularity of some other point, which in God can not be brought but to one special point, where as every one might be pacified: but the aforesaid planet or author both prognosticate, by curious things, most horrible plagues, earthquakes, and other most fearfull tempestes. Let us pray unto God, that such evils (as here be foretold unto us) may by most speedy repentance be turned away from us all. Amen.

The Prediction of September.

The new Moon shall be the third day of this month at 11th of the clock, meridian, minutes in the morning, bright and thunder with small showers, the Sunne being at 10. degrees in the Signe of Libra, doth promise us gentle raines tending to good success: but hereafter on the 11th day having under the Planettes, is signified many divers sicknesses: and because that the wynde shalle Cassely, it shall make contention and strife, discretion, hatred, and great discord amongst some of the most great. There shall be
A Prognostication

shall be a great temperature in the air & weather. 
Venus promisth unseasonable weathers, with 
lightnings and thunders, but it shall be so; fewe 
dapes.

The first quarter shall be the 1. day at 7. of 
the clocke, 9. minutes in the morning, moderate 
and constant weather. Saturne and Venus appor-
ching unto the Sunne, in the Equinoctiall line, 
smiting one an other, doe prognosticate rayne, 
cold wyndes, thick mylkes: and they forshew the 
disposition of the weather to bee inclined more to 
colde than otherwise.

The full Moon shall be the 15. day at 12. of 
the clocke, 35. minutes in the morning, rayne and 
faintish the heates. Afterward, there shall be strange 
motion, as well of the constitution of the wea-
ther, as of divers people. Unto the end of this pre-
sent moneth, there shall be nothing but cold, frost, 
rayne, mylkes, and drouth in divers regions.

The last quarter shall be the 30. day at 7. of 
the clock at after none, 12. minutes, rayne and foggy, 
cold and drye. The colde shall begin to be short and 
sharpe: but the rayne shall be troublesome, with 
lightnings, thunder, fogges, and windes, mutable 
weather, and very inconstant. Within the cir-

cum of this moneth there shall be in great varie-
tie from the beginning unto the latter ende; a de-
monstration by the authors, of the diversitie of 
wyndes,
of M. Nostradamus.

In many places enterprises as well by sea as by land, chiefly toward the south and east parts. By the calmness of the air shall be many sweet hours. In one of the greatest cities shall be wonderfull joye and gladness, but truly toward those parts aforesaid, shall be great and vehement heats.

The Declaration of October.

The newe Munday shall be the second day of this moneth at one of the clock, xxxviii. minutes at after none, tempestuous wynde and horrible. The Sunne being at v. degrees of the signe of Scorpius, which shall be very whote; yet seasonable by reason of many sohures, and running waters, with some mystes & thicke fogges. It shalbe inconstant wether untill the xxvi. of this moneth. The wether shalbe very peaceable by the reason of moderate and seasonable motions of the aer. And as to terrestrial and humayne doings, I fynde them variable, with many adventures, by the inclination of the planets, that no tongue can express, 02 penne describe.

The first quarter shall be the x. day at t. of the clock, xcviii. minutes in the morning, dryers weathere and troublesome. The most part of this moneth shall be of a good operatio: having some shoures of rayne, wynde and inconstancie of wether,
A Prognostication

Tending more to freshness and youth in other weather. Mars shall be occasion of great perturbation in the air, with great thunders and lightnings, and much inconstant weather, being very diuers for many dapes.

The full mone shall be the. rbii. day at 4. of the clock. rbvi. minutes in the morning. There shall be an Eclipse, with moderate and constant weather. This Mone shall be inclined to cold and dryness with windes, rayne, and fogges, which shall engender reuniones, and other sicknesse, namely many long quarter agues, in suche sorte, that many shall finte rather to dye than to lyve. The Mercury is in so great a trouble, as they are like to be, and that so, a long time. Venus & Mercurius prognosticate, the one, that one end of the moneth shall be very troublesome, and the other, very difficult to passe. The wages shall be founde greatly difficult. The agues of plague toward the end of this moneth, shall be altogether vanished away. But the preparations of other long sicknesses is at hand, which shall make people (willingly) to throw themselves bothe in fire and in water. Jupiter both again prophesie, that we shall have the weather obscure and dark, but not so heimetic as the aforesaid. Shall bee: one that toward the end of the moneth, by the means of the maignant quadrature of Saturne, it shall not
of M. Nostradamus.

not be good to be lette bloud, neither yet to take
bathes, bycause the sickenesse that are to come,
might be prevented.

The first quarter shall be the r.v. day at soure
of the clock, r.v. minutes in the morning, colde,
wynde, and die, with frostes. And as for the con-
stitution, it shall be of the same temperature. And
bycause that the planets towards the end of this
moneth, do declare things truly to come to passe,
they deserve prays. There shall be, say they, a dark-
nesse upon the earth, dangerous wynds, flames of
pyre, great rapues, and somweather, inclined
to catherers, sickenese of styminacke, inflammation
of the plaunces, and other kynde of soyled death.

The Prediction of November.

The new Moon shall be the first day of this
moneth at u.of the clock, r.v. minutes in
the morning, mystie weather and trou-
blesome with snow, the Sunne beyng at
r. degrees in the signe of Sagittarius, by the which
there shall mystes, wynde, and raine appeare, very
inconstant and of great variation. The cold shall
began to be very sharpe, but chiefly towards the
nyghtes. And becaus that Jupiter and Mars doe
towne the demetrially, that that is of the least con-
junction, is an ample signification of some greater
corruption of the pyre, seeming rather present, than
to come.
A Prognostication

to come, which shall be by rain and snow, plagues and other diseases. And because that in the diurnall conjunction, fortune is constituted in temperate signs.

The first quarter shall be the 3rd day at 3 of the clock, 3 minutes at after none, rainie wether and windie, being exempted of the most parte of all cold and dryness. This moderation of wether shall be one past, connuying it self to frost and dye, snowe and ye, fogges, and other kynde of malignant wether, some snow shall begin to fall the 14th day of this moneth. The most parte of the wether both prognosticat more dryness than colde. The constraintes that appeare amongst those (whereof Mercurius shall have domination) shall have great power. Jupiter doth cause the by his natural qualities, mystes, snowes, frosts and divers wethers, inclined to many malignant sicknesses of catarrhes, and todayne Apoplexies in the throte, scalding hastes, distillation of the raines, upon the stomache, upon the hydenes, upon the heart, and upon the tongue, which will be very daungerous.

The full sone shall be the 3rd day at 3 of the clock, xxxi minutes at after none, very constant and moderate weather, yet some rayne. The signe of Mercurius both prognosticat health amongst people; The cold shall ware mowe and mowe: there shall be
Shall be fowres, winds, snow, mistes, and other diversities of weather very evil. The malice of this moneth shall destroy the corrupt putrisation, that would have hapned, as worms, caterpillers, grashoppers, and divers other kind of vermines. The sicknesses shall be of suche generation, that many shall have no skill therein, being both sodayne and daungerous.

The last quarter shall be the 13th day at 5 of the clock, armed minutes in the morning, frost and snow, the weather shall be very dryers so; certayne daies. The end of the moneth shall be little moderate, rescruplyng always the colde and miste.

General malice, abundance of reumes and catarrhes, soreness in the lyde, griefe in the loynes, and other sicknesses (that through colde) shall proceed. The moste of those (on whom Mercurius had dominion) shall have the power and effect, both of the Sunne and of the Pone, witholden from them.

In the course of this quarter, shall reigne many evils, as vomiting of blood, ardent aques, great aches in the sides, spitting of blood, impostumes being secret in the body, great aches in the rapnes, the bloody fire. There shall be much murther that shall come to knowledge. The fuddles shall greatly abounde, not without great burte and loss. There shall arse many catarrhes, which that fuddle people, taking them in the throte and necke, that scarcely they shall be able to open their mouth.
A Prognostication

With instruments, the danger upon the sea shall somewhat be appeased.

The new Moon shall be the last day at 9 of the clock, evening, minutes at after none, three minutes and half a course. The Sunne being at the degree, erbu. minutes in the signe of Capricornus demonstrated, to be a little seasoned with moderation of weather, until the first quarter of the next month following: and that through the malignant aspects, which are of a perfect enmity, and manifested by certaine dangeous enterprises of some, being imprudent. In this present month, the disposition of sicknesses, the ayre shall be very coldie and colde, and of an extreme humidity: and then sodainly all southe. And by reason that within a while after, Saturne not lengthning him selfe farre from the Moon, comming to the opposition of the Sunne, shall cause great damage, by bechemenie of windes, byngying with them frostes, snowes, ye, raine, mistes, and all other diversities of plaine weather. Saturne and the Sunne, notwithstanding the force of their oppositions throughout all the month, together nothing but sop and gladness. Many of high estates shall be gathered together, and there shall be conjunctions and counciales more and more: whereof number of sicknesses, diseases, diseases infinite: also catarrhes, and distillation of urine, and other euill diseases very inconstant and dangerous.

Let vs pray to God to preserve vs all.

Amen.
The Prediction of December.

The first quarter shall be the thirty-first day of this month at 3 o'clock, 6 hvi. minutes past after noon, some mutable and inconstant, tending unto a very cruel weather, snow, rain, frost, and all manner of imprudent, of that, that is concerned in the age, and it shall be as halfe an effuuation, that shall be greatly hurteful and noysome. A little further it shall be a great deal more moderate and seasonable, but in all this quarter shall be rain and wind, weather very troublesome. The most part of enmities and quarrels shall be appeased and pacified, which shall be an occasion of great rejoicing amongst the people. And they shall be delivered from captivistic and wicked superstition. The sicknesses shall be somewhat more moderate: constant, than heretofore in this year, meaning the grace of God.

The full Moon shall be the thirty-first day at 3 o'clock, 6 hvi. minutes in the morning, constant and moderate weather, but it shall not long continue, but rather return to his former malignity: as cold snow, wind, frost, rain, not without some such token or token, as heretofore hath not bene seen. Within this moneth shall be (what by thunders and other inconvenient seasons) quaterne agues, coughes, pleurises, the gravel and stone, namely to the aged. The raines shall be very troublesome.
A Prognostication

The floods shall mightily increase & overrun many landes and places, and thereby do great hurt and damage.

The last quarter shall be the rii. day at viij. of the clock. III. minutes at after none, great rain, sore windes, mistes, snowes, frostes abundant and incomparable. True it is, that on the rii. day of this moneth, it shall somewhat begun to be seasoned and moderated, very mystie and foggy; but at the latter end very constant & moderate weather.

The new Yone shall be the rii. day at rii. of the clock. riiij. minutes in the monyng, moderate weather, great corruptions in the apse, and very reumatike, which will cause certaine unknown sicknesse. Lette vs pray unto God to preserve vs this yeares from all calamitie, and from all suche maner of diseases.

There endeth the Prognostica-
tion of the rii. monethes fo this pre-
sent yeare. 1567.